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If X and X~, X2, . . .  are exchangeable processes on [0, 1] or R+, such that X,(t) -% X(t) for 
all t, then X, -% X, provided that X is continuous or ergodic and satisfies certain moment 
conditions. It is in fact enough to assume convergence for t restricted to some suitable subset. 
The proof uses analytic properties of the characteristic functions, and results about the local 
behavior of an exchangeable process at the origin. 
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1. Introduction 
A process X on the interval I = [0, 1] or R+ is said to be exchangeable, if the 
increments over any set of disjoint intervals of equal length form an exchangeable 
sequence, and if moreover X has fight-continuous paths with left-hand limits and 
starts at 0. Exchangeable processes on R+ are known to be mixtures of L~vy processes, 
while those on [0, 1] are of the form 
oo 
Xt=at+orB, + E flj(l{D<~t}-t), t~[0,1] ,  (1) 
j= l  
(with 1{-} denoting the indicator of the set in brackets), where ~'~, ~'2,-.. are i.i.d. 
U(0, 1) (uniformly distributed random variables on [0, 1 ]), while B is an independent 
Brownian bridge, and a, o- and ill, f12,.., are random variables independent of B 
and (~), such that cr>~0 and F+ fl2.j < oo a.s. (A randomization may be needed, in 
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general, to define B and the % on th~:~ same probability space as X.) We shall say 
that X is ergodi~ if it is L6vy (when I = R+), or if (1) holds with non-random 
coefficients (when I = [0, 1 ]). 
General criteria for convergence in distribution of exchangeable s quences and 
processes were obtained in [6] and [8]. In particular, it is known that convergence 
X, ~ X with respect to Skorohod's Jr, topology (or in fact even in a stronger sense, 
cf. [9]) follows for exchangeable processes from convergence of the finite- 
dimensional distributions, 
(X.(t,),...,X,(tk)) d--~(X(t,),...,X(tk)), keN, t,, . . . ,tkeL (2) 
This is essentially because tightness of the sequence of processes X,, is equivalent 
to tightness of the sequence (X,(t)) for a fixed interior time t e I ° (cf. Lemma 2.1 
in [6]). By a standard compactness argument based on Prohorov's theorem (cf. [2]), 
the sufficiency of (2) then follows from the fact that the distribution of X is uniquely 
determined by its finite-dimensional projections. The corresponding facts are true 
when the X, are rescaled summation processes based on exchangeable s quences. 
An improved uniqueness result would obviously yield a correspondingly 
strengthened convergence assertion. A ma.iior purpose of the present paper is to 
prove uniqueness results for exchangeable processes in terms of their one- 
dimensional distributions. A simple result in this direction is Theorem 5.4 in [6], 
where the distribution of a continuous exchangeable process is shown to be deter- 
mined by its one-dimensional projections. Another example is the well-known fact 
that the distribution of a L6vy process is determined by one such projection. 
Unfortunately, these results are not strong enough for most applications, ince one 
usually wants to impose restrictions uch as continuity or ergodicity only on the 
limiting process. In Section 4 below it will be shown that, if X and Y are exchange- 
able processes with the same one-dimensional distributions, and if X is assumed 
to be either continuous or ergodic and to satisfy a suitable moment condition, then 
X d_ I,,. This result yields an automatic ex~ension of many one-dimensional limit 
theorems for sums of exchangeable random variables to a functional setting. 
(Example~ l results admitting such extensions may be found in, e.g., Taylor, Dafter 
and Patterson (19857.) 
Useful tools for proving one-dimensional uniqueness theorems are some results, 
of independent interest, concerning the local behavior of an exchangeable process 
at the origin, to be established in Section 2. Here we shall describe some aspects 
of the asymptotic behavior in the form of two functional imit theorems, using 
different ypes of scaling, of time and state space, or of the underlying probability 
measure. Depending on the scaling employed, the limiting process will either be of 
the form crW, where W is a Brownian motion independent of o-, or a pure jump 
process with at most one randomly located jump. As simple corollaries, itwill follow 
that the distributions of X~ for t close to zero determine the distribution of 0 "2, and 
also (under a moment condition) the intensity of the random measure/3 =~ 8,j. 
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We may actually go a step further and show, under suitable conditions on X, 
that Xt d y, for t in some proper subset T c I implies X d y, which will then yield 
correspondingly improved weak convergence criteria. In order to apply the pre- 
viously mentioned results for the case T = I, we need to extend the relation Xr d__ Yt 
tO more general t's. Such extensions will be achieved in Section 3 by means of 
analytic continuation. In fact it will be shown, under moment conditions on X, that 
the moment generating function E exp(uXt) associated with an exchangeable pro- 
cess X is analytic not only in u for fixed t, but also in t for all sufficiently small u. 
The desired extension will then follow, provided that T has a limit point in the 
analytic domain (which may or may not contain 0). 
Let us conclude this section by mentioning some basic facts needed below, and 
by introducing some further terminology and notation. First we recall that a Uvy  
process is a fight-continuous process X on R+ with stationary independent incre- 
ments and starting at zero. Thus the characteristic function of Xt is given, for u ~ R, 
t ~> 0 and r > 0, by the L~vy-Hinchin formula 
E exp(iuXt)=exp{itu~/,-½tu2tr2+t I (e~-  1-uxl{Ix[<~ r})u(dx)}, (3) 
where z, is the so called Ldvy measure which has to satisfy J (x 2 ^  1)v(dx) < co, while 
or 2 is the diffusion rate, and 3', is a drift parameter. If ~ (x 2 ^  Ix[)z,(dx) < co, we may 
take r = oo in (3) and put 3,oo =3' = X, and in this case X , -3 , t  is a martingale. On 
the other hand, the condition ~ (Ix[ ^  1) ~,(dx) < oo forces the jump component of X 
to have locally finite variation, so in that case no centering of the jumps is necessary, 
and we may further take r=0 in (3). A corresponding fact holds for exchangeable 
processes on [0, 1] when ~[/3~[<o0, in which case it is natural to introduce the 
parameter ao = a -  ~/37. Note also that the restriction of a L6vy process X to the 
unit interval is of the form (1) with a = X~, with or equal to the constant ¢r in (3), 
and with/3 a Poisson process on R\{0} with intensity measure v. 
The general exchangeable processes on R+ are obtained by randomization of the 
parameters y,, ¢r 2 and J, above, which will then become random elements. We shall 
call (~,,,or 2, v) a directing (random) triple of X, and say that X is directed by 
(3% or2, v). Similarly, an exchangeable process X on [0, 1 ] is said to be directed by 
the triple (a, or 2,/3), formed from the coefficients in (1). In both cases, there is a 
unique correspondence b tween the distributions of an exchangeable process and 
its directing tr,:pie, and the mapping will in fact become a homeomorphism under 
natural choices of topologies. 
The theory of exchangeable s quences (which will only be need~cl in Section 4) 
is similar but simpler. Thus de Finetti's theorem yields a unique representation of
(the distribution of) an infinite exchangeable s quence ~: = (~:~, ~2,. • • ) as a mixture 
of i.i.d, sequences. The mixing in this case is with respect o the common distribution 
for the components, which will then become a directing random measure for ~. 
For finite exchangeable sequences ~ = (~t , . . . ,  ~:~), a similar role is played by the 
directing point process 1r = Y~ ,5~, on R. 
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For general background on exchangeability, the reader may consult he excellent 
lecture notes by Aldous (1985), which also contain some further results on weak 
convergence in this context. However, most results on the continuous time case 
needed in this paper are taken from [6]. We may further refer to Billingsley (1968) 
for basic results on weak convergence, to Lo~ve (1978) for the theory of L6vy 
processes, and to Lukacs (1970) for analytic properties of characteristic functions. 
2. Local limit theo,-ems 
In this section we shall examine the asymptotic behavior of S, o X as t-> 0, where 
X is an exchangeable process on [0, 1] or R+, while S, denotes the scaling operators 
(S, ox)~=x~,, s, t ~ [0, 1]. (1) 
We begin with a simple but useful result, which is somewhat related to Theorem 
2.1 in [7]. For convenience, we shall write L for the identity mapping on R+. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be an exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] directed by (a, 0.2, fl). Then 
t-1/2St o X o_q.> 0 .W as t ->0, (2) 
where W is a Brownian motion independent of  0.2. I f  0.2= 0 and 5". [/3jl < oo a.s., then 
also 
t-lSt o X--> aoL a.s. as t-,O. (3) 
Finally, 
t-t/pst o X->OL as t->O (4) 
holds in probability for p ~ (1, 2] and a.s. for p ~ (0, 1], provided that 0.2= 0 and 
~. l ~sl p < oo a.s., and that also ao = 0 a.s. when p <~ 1. 
Here and below, we shall need the following moment estimate for exchangeable 
processes related ~o some results for stochastic integrals in Section 2 of [12]. Let 
us denote by X* the supremum of IX[ up to time t, and write a < b for a = O(b). 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be an ergodic exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] directed by (a, 0 "2, ~ ). 
Fix p > O with ~ [ ~j[P < oo, put p' = p ^ 2 and p" = p v 2, and define ap = 
a -  l { p < l } ~.flj. Then 
oo lp"/2 
j--I 
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Proof. We may assume that X is given by (1.1), in which case the quadratic variation 
process associated with X is given by 
oo 
[X,X],=(r2t+~ fl~l{D~t}, tE[O,l], (6) 
j=l 
(c, r [11]). If a =X~ =0, then Mt =X, / (1 - t )  is a martingale (eL [11]), and 
it ft,:, jws by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities (of. [3]) that, for p ~> 1 and 
t~<½, 
p/z  
EIX*['<-EIM*I"<E[M, MI~,/2<(cr2t)p/2+E /321{.rj <~ t} . (7) 
Since the estimate remains valid for pc  (0, i) when X is continuous~ we may 
hencetbrth assume that or 2 = 0. It is also straightforward to reduce to the ease when 
ap=0.  If pE [1,2], we then get from (7), by subadditivity, 
Elx*l p < E Y~ I/3jlpl{~ <~ t} -  t Y~ I/3jl p, 
J J 
while for p > 2 we may instead proceed recursively as in [ 12], until eventually we 
reach the bound 
Eix*l ~< t ~ +t 2; I~jl ~2t  ~.~ J , j • 
where the last inequality is by subadditivity. By symmetry, all these estimates extend 
immediately to t > ½. We may finally conclude by subadditivity that, for p < 1 and 
all t, 
EIx* I  ~ < E ll3jll{z j <~ t} ~ E Y~ IfljlPl{zj <~ t} = t E I~,l p. o 
j J 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By a conditioning argument, we may reduce to the case when 
X is ergodic. Since t-~/2S, o B d-* W while t-~S, o L~ L, it is enough to prove the 
assertion involving (4). 
Let us then fix n ~ N, and write t-~/PSt o X = Y~ = Y,, + Zn,, where Z,, contains 
all the jumps (centered if p> 1) with index j>  n. By subadditivity, 
E[ Y* ^ I ]~  < E[(Y*,+ Z*,)^ I]<~ E[ Y*, ^ I ]+ E[Z*,  ^ I]. 
Now clearly Y*,--> 0 a.s., so by Lemma 2.2, 
limsup E[Y*A 11<~ I ,1 , 
t"*O j 
and n being arbitrary, it follows that the left-hand side is zero, which proves (4) 
with convergence in probability. 
To prove the a.s. convergence when p ~ 1, note that by subadditivity 
t - l lX* l '<~t '  I#jll{5~<t} <~t-'~l~jlpl{rj<~t}, 
J 
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where the fight-hand side is clearly a positive reverse martingale, and hence converges 
a.s. It remains to notice that the fight-hand side tends to zero in probability, by the 
previous argument. El 
We turn to our second local limit theorem, where even the probability measure 
is being rescaled. For exchangeable processes on [0, 1] directed by (a, cr 2,/3), we 
shall then write 
oo 
j= l  
in analogy with the definition of y~ for processes on R+. Let us further write J for 
the one-jump process 1{~-<~ t} on [0, 1], where the random variable ~- is U(0, 1). 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be an exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] or R+ directed by ( a, or 2, [3) 
or ( y~, cr 2, z,), respectively. Then, as t -> O, 
t - 'E [X~A1;S ,  oX~' ]  ~, f (x 2 A 1)P{xJ e .  }E/~ (dx), (8) 
or similarly with ~, instead of [3, provided that a l or Yn is integrable, and that the 
measure on the right is finite. The formula remains true with X2t replaced by [X, X]t ,  
even without the hypothesis about al or Yn. Finally, 
t-'E[lX, l^l;S, oX~'] ~ El, olao+ f (IxlA1)e{xa '}EO(dx), (9) 
and similarly with ao and fl replaced by 3'0 and ~,, provided that or 2 = 0 a.s. and that 
the measure on the right of (9) is finite. 
Note in particular that the integrability hypotheses for (8) are fulfilled when 
EX2 < oo for some interior time t, in which case the formula simplifies to 
s, o x c, ao+ f x P{xJE.}E#(dx), (1o) t-IE[X~; 
since convergeace l.olds for the total masses in (10) by Lemma 2.4 below. Note 
also thet (8) and (9) contain the one-dimensional formulas 
^ 1; X, ~. ] ~. EcFao+ f (x 2 ^  1)axEli(dx) (11) t-I E[ X2 t
and 
t - 'E [ Ix ,  I A 1, Xt ~.]-~ El olao+ I 
d 
(Ixl ^ 1)axEla(dx), (12) 
respectively, and similarly for processes on R+. For L6vy processes, (11) is of course 
well known, and follows from classical imit theorems for triangular arrays (cf. 
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Lo~ve (1977, p. 305)). Alternatively, it may be viewed in this case as a property of 
the generator of the Markov semigroup associated with X. Only the rather elementary 
one-dimensional versions (11) and (12) will be used later in this paper. 
To prove Theorem 2.3, we shall need two auxiliary results, where the first one is 
obta" ~m (1.1) by routine computations (of. Lemma 5.1 in [7]). 
Lemma 2.4. Let X be an ergodic exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] directed by ( a, o.2,/3), 
and write B, = Y~ [3~ for n >- 2. Then 
EX,=tot, EX~=t2a2+t(1-t)(o.2+B2), 
EX~= t(l - t ) (1-6t(1 - t))B4 + 3t2(1 - t)2(o. 2 + 82) 2 
+ 4t2(1 - t)( 1 - 2t)aB3 + 6t3( 1 - t )a  2(ore + B2) + t 4a 4. (13) 
We shall furtl-er need the simple fact that. for exchangeable processes X and 
XI, X2, . . . ,  X ,  d~ X implies 
(X,,  [X., X.],) d-% (X, [X, X],) in D[0, 1]xR+. (14) 
For the sake of its independent interest, we record a slightly more general statement. 
(C£ Section V., of Jacod [5] for similar results in the context of general semimar- 
tingales.) 
Lemma 2.5. Let X and X~, X2, . . .  be exchangeable processes on [0, 1] or R+, such 
that X,  d-G X. Then 
(X,, [X,, X,]) d-g,(X,[X, X]) in D([0, 1], R2). 
The result remains true if the X.  are rescaled summation processes based on exchange- 
able sequences. 
Proof. We may assume that X and the X, are defined on [0, 1] and directed by 
2 v (a, o "2, fl) and (a,,, o.,, ft,), respectively. By Theorem 2.3 in [6], X, a.~ X implies 
(a., (a, o.2 o+/3 2) (16) 
with respect o the weak topology for measures on R (cf. [10]), where/32(dx) =
x2/3(dx) and fl~(dx)=x2fl,(dx), so it is enough to prove that (16) implies (15). By 
Lemma 1.1 in [6], we may then assume that X and the X, are ergodic, so that the 
quantities in (16) are non-random. In that case, the converge:,.ce of the second 
component in (14) is trivial, so (14) follows by Theorem 2.3 in [6]. To obtain (15), 
one may either apply the multivariate version of the same theorem, or use a 
compactness argument plus a multivariate version of Lemma 4.3 below. We omit 
the details. !--1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us first consider ergodic processes X on [0, 1 ], and prove 
that 
o0 
t-~E[X2; St o X e .  ] -~ 0"2%+ )'. /3~P{/3jJ e" }. (17) 
j - - !  
As a first step, write Xt = X'+t ~ , and note that 
EIx - X: I = EI2 tX't + a2t2[ ~ 21~ltEIX'tl + azt2<  2lalt( EX:2) '/2 + a2tZ=o(t), 
while 
suplx -x' l=l lt->o. 
We may thus assume that a = 0. 
Next we note that 
t - '  EX  2 = ( 1 - t)(or 2 + ~, /32) _~ cr 2 + ~, /3~, 
so that convergence holds in (17) for the total masses. Assuming without loss that 
o,2+Y./32>0, we may normalize each side of (17) to a probability measure on J 
D[0, 1 ], and since these measures are clearly exchangeable, it suffices by Theorem 
2.3 in [6] to prove convergence in 'distribution' of the associated random triples 
(O[t ' 2 2 or t,/3t) towards the triple (ao0, cro0,/3o0) on the right, in the sense that 
cr,8o+/3, 2) d__, (18) 
with respect o the weak topology for measures on R. 
2 2 First we note that crt = cr2t->0 = cro0. Let us next fix a j eN ,  and write X ' t -  
Xt-/3j(I{D<~ t} - t ) .  Since X '  and D are independent, we get 
t - 'E [X~;  ~)~t]  - '  ,2 =t  E [Xt  ; ¢#<~t]+2/3f l - ' (1-t)E[X' , ;  D~t]  
+ ~2t - ' (1  -- t)2p{~ <~ t} 
= EX't 2 + 2/3j (1 - t)EX't + 132(1 - 0 2 --> 132 .
A similar argument shows that, for i # j ,  
-1  2 t E [X , ;  ¢i ^  ~ <~ t]~O. 
It follows easily that/3t ~/3oo with respect o the vague topology for measures on 
R\{0}, and this is clearly equivalent to/32 ~/32 ,  again with respect o the vague 
topology. 
To extend the last convergence to the weak topology, it suffices by Theorem 4.9 
in [10] to show that t -1 2 2 EXt  fit [ -  e, e ] -> 0 as e -~ 0, uniformly in t ~ [0, 1 ]. But this 
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follows from the fact that, by Schwarz' inequality and Lemma 2.2, 
t - 'Ex ~, Z2 e?i{.-~<~t}<~t-' EX~ t3~l{~<~t} 
j>n j 
j=i  j>n 
where the right-hand side tends to zero as n--~ oo. 
To complete the proof of (18), we have to show that (a,,/3,)d% (aoo,/3~) in the 
vague topology. To see this, fix j c  N, and note that/3j(1{~  t}-t)-/3j(1-t)-->/3j, 
when co is restricted to the sets { ¢j ~ t }. For the remainder X't - Xt -/3j (1 { ~ ~ t } - t) 
we get by Lemma 2.2 
t-lErY2y'2"t.- ,-- t , ¢j ~< t] = t -~ E[Xt'4; ¢ j~ t ]+ 2t- l /3 jE[X,t3( l  _ t); ~ <~ t] 
+ t-'/3~(1- t)2E[X',2; D <~ t] 
< EX't4+ EX',3+ EX't2-.O. 
Hence 
t-'E[x,~(,~,- t3j)~; ~<~ t]-, 0, 
Note also that 
j~N.  (19) 
OO 
t-1 2 2 t - l  /3.4 EX,a ,  = EX4~ Y~ , as t~0,  (20) 
j= l  
by Lemma 2.4. In particular, the family of pairs (a,,/3,) is tight, and (19) shows 
that any limit in distribution (a',/3') inust satisfy a '  =Jx/3'(dx) a.s. on the set 
{/3' #0}. From (20) and Fatou's lemma, it is further seen that the second moment 
of a '  is bounded by Y~/34, which forces a '  to be a.s. zero on the set {/3'= 0}. Hence 
(a',/3') d= (aoo,/3oo), and the proof of (18) is complete. 
From (17) we obtain (8) for ergodic processes on [ 0, 1 ], by means of the continuous 
mapping theorem. In the non-ergodic ease, we may write X, = air + X', + XT, where 
X', is the centered sum of jumps of modulus ~<1, and note that 
t - 'E [X  2 ^  1 la, cr 2,/3]< t-~E[(a,t)zla, /3]+ t-'E[X',2l or2,/3] 
+t- 'E [X f  2 
<~ i~,1+,:+>2 
,,~lt3] 
it#; It3~l <~ 1)+E ){.t3~ > l) 
(x 2 ^  1)/3(dx). (21) 
Since (8) applies to the conditional distributions, given (a, cr 2, 13)0 it extends by 
dominated convergence to the unconditional case, whenever the right-hand side of 
(21) is integrable. 
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In the particular Case when X is a L6vy process directed by (y~, 002, v)~ we get 
E/3 v. Writing X, = y~t + X '  + X" = , , as before, it is further seen that 
f Ea2=E(T,+XI)2<T~+EX~2=y2+002+ x2v(dx)<oo. 1 
Thus the integrability conditions ~. Jmatically fulfilled in this case, so (8) is 
generally true. The extension to the non-ergodic ase is achieved, under the stated 
conditions, by dominated convergence in the same way as before. 
To show that (8) remains true with X~ replaced by IX, X],, let us first prove for 
ergodic processes on [0, 1] that 
t-'E[[X, X],; St o X ~" ] ~-> 0028o+E fl~P{~jJ ~" 1. (22) 
For fixed e > 0 we then write X, = X', + X~', where X7 is the sum of centered jumps 
of modulus <~e. Then 
t-'EI[X, X ] , - [X ' ,  X'] , I= t- 'E[X", X"], = t- 'E Z I3]I{II3jI<~ e, ~ <~ t} 
while 
t -! E[ X',  X'],(X~'*) 2= t -1 E[ X ' ,  X']tEX'[  2 <~ t(O °2 "~- ~.d ~2) E { ~2"9 I/3jl <~ ~}, 
which reduces the discussion to the case when X has only finitely many jumps. But 
in that case, (22) follows easily by conditioning on the combination of jump sizes 
occurring before time t. 
From (22) we get the quadratic variation version of (8) in the ergodic case, by 
invoking Lemma 2.5. In the non-ergodic ase we write again X, = X', + XT, where 
X~' is now the sum of jumps of size > 1, and note that 
t- '~ttx,  x], ^ ~1o -2, .~]~ t-' El:l:X', x ' l ,  I o-', .8]+ t- 'ettx", x ' l ,  > 01.81 
f (x 2 ^  1)fl(dx). ~002+ 
3 
When the right-hand side is integrable, we may extend our formula (8) as before, 
by dominated convergenc~. In particular, this yields the result for processes on R+. 
To prove (9), we may first establish the convergence 
oo 
t 'E l : lx ,  I; s,o x ~. ] ~ 1~ol8o+ ~2 I/3jlP{13d m-1, 
j= l  
(23) 
in case of ergodic processes on [0, 1 ] with finite variation. An easy argument is then 
te reduce as before to the case of finitely many jumps, and then to condition on 
the set of jump sizes occurring before time t. From (23) we may deduce formula 
('9) in the ergodic case, by the continuous mapping theorem. To proceed to general 
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processes on [0, 1], we may again use dominated convergence, based on the fact 
that, by subadditivity, 
oo  
t-'E[IX, IA llao,/31<  t-'@olt A 1)+ t-' E E(I jl A 1)l{¢j < t} 
j=!  
dO 
I ol + E (I ^ 1). 
j= l  
To extend the result to processes on R+, it remains to notice that 3'0 = ao while 
E~,=E~. !-3 
We conclude this section by showing how information about the directing triple 
may be gained from the one-dimensional distributions, via Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
Corollary 2.6. F/x I = [0, 1] or R+ and T c I °, and let X and Y be exchangeable 
processes on I, directed by (a, orz,[3) and (a',or'2, fl ') or by (yl,orz, z,) and 
(y~, or,z, z/), respectively, and such that Xt ~ lit for all t ~ T. I f  0 ~ T, then orz d or,z, 
and if moreover EX  2 < dO for some t ~ I °, then also El3 = El3' or E~, = Ez/. I f  instead 
~ ~ T or if  T is unbounded, respectively, and if E[Xt[ < dO for some t > 0 when I = R+, 
then a ~ a' or y d= y,. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, t-~/2Xt d_, or~ while t -~/2 Y, o_, or,~ as t --> 0, where ~" is N(0, 1) 
and independent of or and or'. Hence 0~ T implies or~" $ or'~', so we get, for u ~ R, 
E exp(-½u2or 2)= E exp(iuors ) = E exp(iuor'~')= E exp( -  ½u2or'2), 
which yields o,2 d= or,2, by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms. 
Next note that, if EX 2 < do for some t ~ I °, then formula (8) in Theorem 2.3 
applies to both X and Y, so that if I = [0, 1 ] and 0 ~ T, 
Eor%+ f (x2 A1)SxE (dx)= Eor'ZSo+ f (xz A l)SxEf '(dx), 
and we get E/ /= E/3'. The same argument applies when I = R+. 
To prove the last assertion when I = [0, 1], note that Xt --> X~ = a and Y, -> Y~ = a '  
a.s. as t--> 1, so that 1 ~ T implies a d__ a'.  If instead I = R+ and ElXtl < dO for some 
t>0,  then both y and y' exist, so t - i x ,  -> y and t-~Y~ -> y' a.s. as t-,co, by the law 
of large numbers. Hence y d= y, follows when T is unbounded. [] 
3. Extensions from infinite time-sets 
The aim of the present section is to show how thc relation X, d= y, between two 
exchangeable processes X and Y can be extended from certain infinite time-sets 
to the whole interval, under suitable moment conditions. The following theorem 
summarizes our results. 
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Theorem 3.1. Fix I = [0, ! ] or R+, and an infinite bounded set T c L Let X and Y 
be exchangeable processes on I satisfying X, d__ y, for all t ~ T, and assume that 
E exp(rlX~l) < oo for some r > 0 and s ~ I °. Then X, d__. lit extends to all t ~ L I f  
1 = [0, 1 ] and X~ >I 0 a.s., or if I = R+ and either 0 ~ T or R ^ I" >I 0 a.s., it is enough 
to assume E exp(rX,) < c," " ,me r > 0 and s ~ I °. 
This result leads to a ;~daial improvement of Corollary 2.6 above: 
Corollary 3.2. Let X and Y be such as in Theorem 3.1, and denote their directing 
triples by (a, 0-2, fl) and (a', 0-'2,/T), or (yl,0- 2, ~,) and (7~,0-,2, ~,,), respectively. 
Then a d= a ', 0-2 d= 0-,2 and E f  = Eft' when I = [0, 1 ], while y a= y, and ore d= 0-,2 when 
I = R+. Moreover, El, = Ev' holds in the latter case, provided that EX~ < oo for some 
t>0. 
Proof. In view of Corollary 2.6 and its proof, it is enough to show when I = R+ 
that y= E[X~[y~, 0-2, v] and y '= E[Y~lyl, 0-,2, ~/] exist as/~-valued random vari- 
ables. But this may be seen as in the proof of Proposition 3.10 below, i--1 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on Propositions 3.9 and 3.10 below, which in 
turn depend on a sequence of lemmas. The first result, which will also be needed 
in Section 4, gives an explicit expression for the moment generating functions 
associated with an ergodic exchangeable process on [0, 1 ]. 
I.emma 3.3. Let X be an ergodic exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] directed by ( a, 0 "2, f ). 
Then E exp(uX,) = ,p(u, t) exists for all u ~ C and t ~ [0, 1 ], and ~p extends to an entire 
function in each argument, given by 
oo  
O(u ,z )=exp(zua+½z(1-z )  u20-2) H f (u f j ,  z), u , z~C,  (1) 
j=!  
where 
f (u ,z )=(1-z )e -Z"+ze  tt-z)", u , z .  C, 
and the produt~ i~ (1) converges absolutely and unijormly for bounded u and z. 
(2) 
Proof. Since [e:- l -z l<~lzl  ~ for Iz[<~ 1, we get, for u, ze  C with I~1~ 1 and 
[f~u, z ) - l l~ l ( l - z ) (1 -zu)+ z(1-  (1 -z )u ) -  l [+ l l - z l l zu l2+lz l l (1 -z )u l  2 
Thus the asserted converger :e follows if we replac~ u by ufj, and note that ~ f ]  < oo. 
Since both f and the first factor in (1) are entire functions in each argument, he 
same thing must then be true for the product in (1). From (1.1) it is further seen 
that E exp( iuX:)=6( iu,  t) for all ue R and re[0, 1]. Thus Theorem 7.1.1 in [14] 
shows that E exp(uX,) exists and equals O(u,t) for all ueC and re[0, 1]. I-! 
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In order to extend the last result to the non-ergodic ase, we shall need to estimate 
the moment functions l z . ( t )= EX ' /o f  an ergodic exchangeable process X on [0, 1]. 
Note that/~. (t) exists for every t and n by Lemma 3.3. By computation from formula 
(1.1) plus dominated convergence, it is clear that /~. is a polynomial of degree 
<~ n + 1 for each n. Thus it makes sense to estimate Iz. in the complex plane. 
For convenience here and below, we shall write f l+= Y~ 81ajl whenever/3 =Y~/~aj- 
Recall that a complex domain is an open subset of the complex plane C. 
Lemma 3.4. For any c > 1 there exists a complex domain G ~ [0, 1 ], such that whenever 
X is an ergodic exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] directed by some (a, tr 2, fl) and with 
moment polynomials/is, Iz2, . . . , while X '  is a Ldvy process directed by ([trl, tr 2, fl+) 
and with moment functions lt~, Ix~, . . . ,  we have 
zeC; ,  heN.  
Proof. Writing 
pm(Z)=Z(1- -z )m+(1- -Z) ( - -Z )  m, zEC,  m=2,3,..., 
we get as in Section 4 of [12] 
I.tR(Z)=~,(aZ)'(o'2p2(z)) ~ Z I I~ j~rp#x(z ) ,  zeC ,  keN,  (3) 
¢r (Jr) .I 
where ¢r denotes an arbitrary partition of the set {1, . . . ,  k} into singletons 
(r in number), unordered pairs (s in number), and possibly further subsets K 
with #K ~> 2, and where the inner summation extends over all choices of distinct 
indices j r .  
Let us now fix a number c > 1, and define 
G = c ;  I z (1 -  z)l < ½,1zl ^  ll - zl < c}. 
Then G is open and contains the real interval [0, 1], and moreover 
Ipm(z)l< lztl-z)lgl!-zlm-'+lzlm-'}< c m, z G, m=2,3 ,  . . . .  (4) 
Using Theorem 5.1 in [12], we get from (3) and (4), for any z~G and keN,  
oo 
c Vii c Vl ~ Ifl~ 
¢r ( J r )  K ¢r K j=!  
as desired. El 
We may now take a first step in the process of extending Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.5. There exists a complex domain G D [0, l ], such that whenever X is an 
exchangeable process on [0, 1 ] whose directing triple (or, tr 2, fl ) is such that t~ 2 + cr 2 + 
f12 is bounded, the function E exp(uXt) = q~(u, t) exists for all u ~ R and t ~ [0, 1], J 
and extends for fixed u ~ R to an analytic function tp(u, z) of  z ~ G. Moreover, 
tp(u ,z )=Ed/(u ,z )  for each u~ R and z~ G, where d/ is given by (1). 
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Proof. Let X'  be an exchangeable process on R+ directed by (]al, o "2,/3+), and write 
#k and ~,  for the k-th conditional moment polynomials of X and X', respectively, 
given (a, o.2,13). Let r e be a bound for a 2 + 6`2 + y~/3~., fix c > 1, and choose G D [0, 1 ] 
as in Lemma 3.4. Using that lemma and the Lfvy-Hinchin formula (1.3), we obtain, 
for any u ~ R and z ~ G, 
oo oG 
E lu%,(z)l/kt E exp(clulXi) 
k=O k=O 
= E exp{cluo l+½c2u2o.z + f (e l l- l -cluxl)/3(dx)] 
(5) 
where the second inequality follows from the convexity for x > 0 of the mapping 
x ~ exp(x~/2) - 1 -x  ~/e. Thus the series 
oo  
~o(u,z)= ~ ukE#k(Z)/kl, u~R, z~.G, (6) 
k=0 
converges uniformly in z~ G for each u e R. From (5) it is further seen that 
E ItZk (Z)I < O0 for each k e N and z ~ G, so the coefficients in/~k (Z) must be integrable, 
and therefore El.~k(Z) remains a polynomial in z for every k e N. Thus the partial 
sums in (6) are polynomials in z for fixed u, so the total expression must be analytic 
as a function of z e (7. 
Next we note that, by Lemma 3.3, 
oo  
E[exp(uX,)]a, o.2,/3]=~(u, t)= ~ ukl~k(t)/k!, 
k=O 
u~R, t~ [0, 1]. (7) 
For fixed u ~ R, O(u, z) is an entire function of z by Lemma 3.3, while the series 
on the right extends analytically to G by the preceding argument. Hence the second 
equality in (7) remains valid for t ~ G. By (5) we may integrate termwise on the 
right for t ~ G, and use (6) to conclude that 
E exp(uX,)=tp(u,t)<oo, ueR, te[0,1] ,  
E¢(u,z)=¢(u,z), u~R, z~G. 
These relations plus the analyticity of tp(u, z) established earlier complete the 
proof. .rl 
In order to extend the last result o more general classes of exchangeable processes, 
we sha|l need some simple inequalities far the moment generating functions. Given 
an exchangeable process X on R+ directed by (yl, 6'2, v), let us write X = y= 
E[X~IT1 , 0 "2, v] whenever the conditional expectation exists as an/~-valued random 
variable. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let X be an exchangeable process on I = [0, !] or R+, and write ~p(u, t) = 
E exp(uX,). Then 
) ) ~o ,s  ~>~o , t  , O<s~<t,  u~R. (8) 
I f  I = [0, 1 ] and XI >- 0 a.s., then also 
(1 -~s)  (1 -~-ut )  O<~s<~t<l '  u~>0' (9) ~p ,s  <~cp , t  , 
while if  I = R+ and f~ >~ 0 a.s., 
~p(u,s)<<-~p(u, t), O<~s<~t, u>~O. (10) 
Proof. To prove (8), we may assume that X is an ergodic process on [0, 1 ] and that 
t ~< 1, since the general result will then follow by conditioning and resca!ing. In the 
ergodic case, X, / t  is a reverse martingale on (0, 1], so exp(uX, / t )  is a reverse 
submartingale for every u e R, and (8) follows. Similarly, (9) follows from the fact 
that, for ergodic processes X on [0, 1] with X~ i>0 a.s., X,/ (1 - t) is a submartingale 
m 
on [0, 1). Finally, (10) is obtained from the fact that a L6vy process X with X I> 0 
a.s. is a generalized submartingale on R+ (generalized in the sense that EX, exists 
for all t but may be infinite). El 
The next result gives some useful bounds for the functions occurring in the 
expression for g, in Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.7. There exists some complex domain G ~ [0, 1 ] such that, i f  
f](x, z) = (1 -  z) e-ZX+ z e (~-z)x, 
f2(x, z) = exp{z(1 - z)x2/2}, r ~ R, z ~ C, 
we have, for k = 1, 2, 
IA(x, z)l<-A(4x, ½), x ~ R, z ~ G. 
Proof. Writing u = zx and v = (1 - z)x, we get for any x ~ R\{0} 
f~(x,z)_ l=V_(e_U_l)+U_(eV_l)  =--uv ~ vk- ( -u )  k 
x x x k=! (k+l ) !  
We now define 
G--{~E C; Iz(1-z)l<½,1zi÷ll-zl<2}, 
and note that 
Iz ~ ± (1 - z )~l -< Izl ~ + I1 - zl ~ <- 2 k, z ~ (3, k ~ N. (12) 
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We shall further use the fact that 
X n X n - I  X n+l  
n! (n - l ) !  (n+l ) ! '  
xeR+,  n =2,3,  . . . .  
Using (1 1)-(13), we get, for z~G and xeR, 
k=, (k+ l)'. 4 k=, (2k)! ' 
whereas, for x e R, 
(x/2) 2k 
f,(x, ½)- 1 = k=,E (2k)l " 
Combination of (14) and (15) yields 
Ifl(x, z)[ <~ 1 + [fl(x, z ) -  1[<~ 1+fl(4x, ½)- 1 =fl(4x, ½), 
as desired. To obtain the formula for f2, we write 
IA(x, z)l = exp(Re z(1 - z )x2 /2)  <~ exp(lz(1 - z)lx2/2) <~ e x2/4 <~ f2(4x, ½). 
(13) 
(14) 
I ra  >10 a.s., then the right-hand side of (16) may be replaced by E exp(rXt). 
Proof. We may clearly assume that X is ergodic. Since -X  has O-function O(-u, z), 
we may further take a >~ O. It is then enough to prove that 
[O(u,z)[<~6 '~'~.,t), z~G,  r>O, t~(O, 1), u~R withlu[<~r(tA(1-t)) /4,  
for some complex domain G D [0, 1]. Let us then choose G as in Lemma 3.7, and 
such that moreover ]z] < 2 or G. Let us further write 0'  for the 0-function associated 
with the centered process X , -  ca. Then 
[0(u, z)l--leUz 0'(u, z)l 
~ e~ Re'zo'(4lu[, ½) 
2lu' ) 
t^(1 - t )  ' t  
<--e~"/20'(r/2, t)
<- {0(r/2, t)} 2 
0(r, t) 
(by( l ) )  
(by Lemma 3.7) 
(by Lemma 3.6) 
(by conditions on u and z) 
(by Lemma 3.6 and (1)) 
(by Jensen's inequality). D 
Lemma 3.8. There exists a complex domain G D [0, 1 ], such that if X is an exchangeable 
process on [0, ~ ] directed by ( a, or 2, fl ), and if O is given by ( 1 ), we have, for any r > 0 
and t ~ (0, 1), 
ElO(u,z)l<~Eexp(rlX,[)  zeG,  ueR with [ul<~r(t^(1-t)) /4.  (16) 
We shall now use the last two lemmas to obtain bounds in the complex plane for 
the function 0 in Lemma 3.3. 
El 
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We may now combine Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 to obtain sufficient conditions for the 
moment generating function cp(u, t )= E exp(uX,) associated with an exchangeable 
process X to be analytic in t. 
Proposition 3.9. Let X be an exchangeable process on [0, 1 ], such that E exp(r[xsD < oo 
for some r>0 and sE(O, 1). Then ~p(u,t)=E exp(uXt) is analytic in t~[0,  1] for 
every u~R with ]u]<~r(s^(1-s))/4. I f  X]~O a.s., it is enough to assume that 
~p (r, s) < oo for some r > 0 and s ~ (0, 1). 
Proof. Fix a complex domain G ~ [0, 1] satisfying the conditions in Lemmas 3.5 
and 3.8, and assume that z~ G while u~ R with lu]~ < r(s ^  ( I - s ) ) /4 .  Defining 0 
by (1) in terms of the directing triple (a, or:, r )  of X, it is seen from Lemma 3.8 
that E[O(u,z)[<oo. In particular ~p(u, ~)= EO(u, t)<oo for to[0,  1], so it suffices 
to prove that Ed/(u, z) is analytic in z e G. To see this, we write p = a 2 + or 2 + Y r2 
J 
and take c > 0, so that by Lemma 3.8 
lEO(u, z ) -  ECO(u, z); p<~ c][<~ E[[0(u, z)[; p > c]<~ E[O(r, s); O > c]. 
Here the fight-hand side tends to zero as c->oo, by dominated convergence, so 
E[O(u, z); p <~ c]--> EO(u, z) uniformly in z ~ G. It remains to notice that the former 
expression is analytic in z ~ G for fixed u and c, by Lemma 3.5. I--I 
Stronger esults are obtainable in th~ special case when X can be extended to 
an exchangeable process on R+. 
Proposition 3.10. Let X be an exchangeable process on R+, ~uch that ~p(r, s )= 
E exp(rX~)<oo for some r,s>O. Then ~p(u, t) is analytic in te(O, rs/u) for every 
ue(0 ,  r]. 7he analyticity extends to t=O if X~O a.s., or if E exp(rlXs])<oo and 
O<~ u <<. r/8. 
Proof, Let X be directed by (y~, tr 2, v). By Theorem 8.4.2 in [14], we get for any 
u e R and t > 0 with cp(u, t) < oo (and in fact even generally) 
q~(u, t )= E[exp(uX,)[yl, tr z, v] = E exp(tK.), (17) 
where 
Ku = y~ u + ½or 2u 2 + f (e"*- 1 -  l{[xl llux) (dx). (18) 
Since moreover 
u (0, r], 
by Lemma 3.6, we may conclude from the theory of characteristic fu~ctions (cf. 
[14]) that cp(u, z )= E exp(zK,) is analytic in the strip {z ;0<Re z<rs/u},  which 
proves the first assertion. 
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Since q~(r, s)<oo implies K(r)<oo a.s. by (17), it is seen from (18) that 
xz,(dx)<~r -l (e '~- 1)~,(dx) < oo a.s., 
! 1 
(19) 
$O 
y= tx, ly,, y,+ f xl{lxl> l}v(dx)<oo a.s. (20) 
Assuming that y = X I> 0 a.s., it is seen from (19) and (20) that ~ Ix] 1 {Ix I > 1 } ~,(dx) < oo 
a.s., so (17) may be rewritten in the form 
K. = yu+½cr2u2+ f (e ~x- 1-ux)~,(dx). 
Since e "x - l -ux>~0 by convexity, it follows that K.>~0 a.s. for u>~0, so the 
analyticity of q,(u, z) extends in this ease to the half-plane {z; Re z < rs]u}. 
Let us finally assume that E exp(rlX~ I)< oo. Applying Proposition 3.9 to the scaled 
process Sz~ o X (see Section 2), it is seen that ~(u, t) is analytic in te[0 ,2s]  for 
every u e R with lul~ < r(½ A (1 --~))/4= r/8. Thus the analyticity of q,(u, z) extends 
even in this case to the origin, provided that u ~ [0, r/8]. [--1 
It is easy to show by an example that the one-sided condition ~,(r,s)<oo is 
insufficient in general for analyticity in (0,1). Indeed we may take X,= 
/3(l{~-<~t}-2t), where ~" is U(0, 1), while /3 is an independent positive random 
variable such that E exp(u/3)=oo for all u>0.  Then ~0(u, t)<oo for u>~0 when 
re[½, 1], while ~,(u, t)=oo for all ue R\{0} when te (0,½). 
It remains to show how Theorem 3.1 follows from the above propositions. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Under the first hypothesis, it is seen from Proposition 3.9 or 
3.10 that ~o(u, t)= E exp(uX,) is an analytic function of t in any bounded interval, 
whenever u is sufficiently close to zero. In particular, the integrability condition 
extends to Y (with different r and s), so even ¢(u, t )= E exp(uY~) is analytic as 
above. We may then conclude by the uniqueness of analytic ontinuations that, for 
every fixed t, the relation ~o(u, t )= ¢(u, t) holds for all u in some interval around 
zero. Thus X, a__ y, for all t, by the uniqueness theorem for moment generating 
functions. The remaining assertions may be proved in a similar way. El 
4. One-dimensional uniqueness criteria 
The principal results of this section are the one-dimensional uniqueness criteria 
for exchangeable processes on [0, 1 ] or R+, given in Theorem 4.1 below. As explained 
in the introduction, our main motivation is the corresponding set of convergence 
as3ertions in Corollary 4.2, which follow immediately via the tightness Lemma 2.1 
in [6]. Some similar results in discrete time will be obtained at the end of the section. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be exchangeable processes on I = [0, 1 ] or R+, and assume 
that Xt d= Yt for all t in some set T c I °. Then each of  the following further conditions 
implies that X d y. 
(i) X is continuous, and T has a limit point in I °. Moreover, either EIXt[ < oo for 
some t ~ I ° and 0 ~ T, or EX~ < oo for some t ~ I °. 
(ii) X is ergodic, and # T = oo when I = [0, 1] while # T >~ 2 when I = R+ . Moreover, 
E exp(uXt )<oofor  some u ~ R\{0} and t>0 when I = R+. 
Corollary 4.2. Let X,  I and T be such as in Theorem 4.1, and let X~, X2 , . . .  be 
exchangeable processes, or rescaled summation processes based on exchangeable 
sequences, defined on I, or when I = R+ on intervals approaching I, such that 
X~(t)  d--, X ( t )  for all t~ T. Then X~ d-~ x .  
Here the rescaled summation processes X~ are assumed to be of the form 
X~(t )=~j l{ j<~m~^rd},  t>-O, n~N,  (1) 
where for each n ~ N the random variables ~,j form an exchangeable s quence of 
length m,, and where the constants m, and r, are such that r,-> oo, while m, I> r, 
if I = [0, 1 ] and m~/r,  -> oo if I = R+. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1, we shall need two lemmas of some independent 
interest, where the first one gives relations between the moments of an exchangeable 
process, while the second improves Theorem 4.1 in the special case when both X 
and Y are ergodic on [0, 1]. 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be an exchangeab!eprocess on I = [0, 1 ] or R+, such that EIX~] p < oo 
for some p >>- 1 and s ~ I °. Then EIXt] -v < ~ for all t ~ I. 
Proof. We may clearly assume that I =[0 ,  1]. Writing a = Xa and assuming first 
that X is ergodic, it is seen that Xt/t is a reverse martingale on (0, 1] wh~le 
(Xt - c~t ) / (1 -  t) is a martingale on [0, 1). Hence [XtIP/t p is a reverse submartingale 
on (0, 1] while [X t -o t t JP / (1 - t )  p is a submartingale on [0, 1), so 
s-'EIX l" t-'EIx, l o < s t ~ 1, (2) 
(1-s)-PEIXs- sl, (1-t)-PElX,-c tl p, (3) 
Both relations extend immediately to the non-ergodic ase. If EIxsl p < oo, then (2) 
yields E[X,[P<co for every t>~s. In pa~icu;ai- Elal"<~, so  ElXs-aslP<~ 
 lx l" ÷ El l" < and it follows by (3)that, for t<~ s, Ei:c,I  lx,- + < 
o0. I-1 
Lemma 4.4. Let X and Y be ergodic exchangeable processes on -0, 1 ], such lha: X, ~ Y, 
for some t ~ (0, ½) u (½, 1 ). Then X d= y. 
The example X, = - Y~ = 1{~'<~ t}-  t with ~" U(0, 1) shows that the statement fails 
for t = ~. On R+, i.e. for L6vy processes, the corresponding fact is true for every 
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t > 0, and is equivalent to the uniqueness of the L6vy-Hinchin representation f an 
infinitely divisible probability measure on R. 
ProoL Let X and Y be directed by (a, or2,/3) and (a',  or,2,/3,), respectively, and fix 
t as s~ated. By Lemma 3.3 we have, for each u E C, 
oo oo 
exp( tua +½t(1-  t)u 2or2) l-I f(u/3j, t) = exp( tua' +½t( l = t)u2or '2) I-[ f(u/3~, t), 
j=!  j= l  
(4) 
where 
f(z,t)=(l-t)e-tZ+te ~n-°~, z~C, 
and where the convergence of both sides is absolute and uniform for bounded u. 
A simple computation shows that f(z, t) has zeros 
l - t  
z=log- -~+(2n+ 1),ri, n~Z,  
so all zeros of  (4) lie on the lines Re u=/3f~log(1-t)/t and have the same 
multiplicities as the corresponding/3j. Since the same thing holds with the/3j replaced 
by/3j, we may conclude that/3 =/3'. But then (4) may be divided for u ~ R by the 
common factor l]f(u/3j, t )>0,  so we get equality for real u between the two 
exponential functions in (4), and it follows that a = ~' and or e= ora. [:1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Our proof is divided into four parts, corresponding todifferent 
combinations of hypotheses. 
Case (i) with EX~ < ooJbr some t ~ I °. Here it is enough to take I = [0, 1 ]. Assuming 
Y to be directed by (a, or2, fl), it is seen from Lemma 2.4 that E[Y~[a ,  or2,/3] is a 
polynomial in t with coefficients depending on a, or2 and ft. Now Lemma 4.3 shows 
that EY 4 < oo for all t, so by linear independence, the above coefficients are integrable, 
and EY 4 may be computed by termwise integration. In particular it is seen that the 
linear tenn equals tE Y./3~. The same argument for X yields a polynomial with 
vanishing linear term, and since the two polynomials agree on an infinite set, we 
get E ~/34 = 0, which means that even Y is continuous. Since T has a limit point 
in (0, 1), we may then use Theorem 5.4 in [6] to conclude that X d y. 
Case (i) with E[Xtl<oo for some t~_ I ° and O~ T. Again we may take I =[0, 1]. 
Let X an~ Y be directed by (~', o -'2, 0) and (a, or2, fl), respectively, and note first 
that or2 a__ or,: by Corollary 2.6. Write 
X't = X, - a't  o= orB,, Y~ = Y', - at = orB, + Z ,  t [0, 1], 
where Z denotes the jump component of Y, while B is a Brownian bridge indepen- 
dent of or and Z. Since a and a '  are integrable by Lemma 4.3, we get, by dominated 
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convergence as t -~ 0, 
~ I~ ~ ]sir'(~) ~n('.'~,-~) I '~ 
.1o' I ( <~ uE a sin uY~- -~/  du-~0, 
and similarly for X and X'. Since moreover 
E cos(uY't)= E Re E[exp(iuY't)lcr 2]
= E Re exp(-½t(1 - t)u2cr2)E[exp(iuZt)lcr2] 
= E exp(-½t(1 - t)u20r 2) cos(uZt), 
we get, for t ~ T, 
io 1 E exp(-½t(1 - t)u20-2)(1 - cos(uZ,)) du t 
lfoL =t  E(cos(uXI)-cos(uYI)) du ~0. 
Hence we obtain, for fixed c > 0, 
t-~ E 1---7~. ; c r2 <~ c 
z, 
= t-'E [~ 2 (1-cos(uZ,))du;~2<~c] 
lo' ~t-~ exp(e/8)E exp(-½t(1-Ou2o'2)(1-cos(uZ,))du-~O. (5) 
Writing Bk =~ ¢3~ for k=2, 3, 4 and letting a>O, it is further seen from 
Lemma 2.4 that 
E[z~; Iz, l> a, B2~ e] 
<~ a-2E[Z4; B2 <~ c] 
=a-2E[t (1- t ) (1-6t ( l - t ) )B4+3t2( l - t )2Bg;  2<~c] 
<~a-2E[tB4+3tBg; B2<~ c]<~4a-2c2t. (6) 
We now use the elementary inequality 
<~2a 2(1 sin [x[~<a, a~> x 2 
\ 
to write for a ; - )  
(1 - t)E[B2; ~" + B2~ c] 
= t -~ E[Z~; cF + B2 ~ c] 
2a:' t-' E [1 sinz,Z, o-:' <~ cJ + t -~ E[Z2, ", [Z,[ > a, B2<~ c]. 
n 
Here the right-hand side tends to zero by (5) and (6), as t ~0 along T and then 
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a-,oo~ so we get E[B2; cr 2 :'Be ~ c] =0. Since c was arbitrary, this implies Be =0 
a.s., so Z = 0 a.s. Hence both X and Y are continuous, and the assertion follows 
by Theorem 5.4 in [6]. 
Note, incidentally, that a much easier proof is available under the stronger 
hypothesis that EX2 < oo for some t ~ I °. Indeed, we could conclude directly from 
Corollary 2.6 that E/3 = 0. Alternatively, we could use Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.6 
to obtain E (or 2 + B2) = Ec ,'2 = Ecr2 < oo. In both cases,/3 = 0 a.s., so Theorem 5.4 in 
[6] would apply as before. 
Case (ii) with I = R+. By changing the time scale, if necessary, we may assume 
that T={ l , t}  for some t> 1. Let the exchangeable sequences (Xk--Xk-~) and 
( Yk -- YR-~) be directed by m and/L, respectively, where m is non-random, and both 
m and/~ are a.s. infinitely divisible. Using Theorem 8.4.2 in [14], we get 
= E exp(uY,)= E exp(uXt) 
/ I  exp(ox)  
={Eexp(uY~)}t= E e~(dx)  , 
so by the strict form of Jensen's inequality (cf. [10, p. 164]), 
f e~(dx)=f  e"~m(dx) a.s., u~ R. 
By continuity on both sides, the exceptional null-set may be taken to be independent 
of u, and then the uniqueness theorem for moment generating functions yields 9. = m 
a.s. From the uniqueness in the Levy-Hinchin representation f infinitely divisible 
distributions, we may conclude that X and Y are a.s. directed by the same triple 
(~/~, or 2, ~,), and therefore X d y. 
Case (ii) with I =[0, 1]. By Lemma :6,  
E exp(u Y~) = E exp(uX.) < oo, u ~ R, t c T, 
so the equality Xt d y, extends by Theorem 3.1 to arbitrary t~ [0, 1]. Assuming X 
and Y to be directed by (a, s 2, b) and (a, or 2,/3), respectively, where the former 
triple is non-random, it follows by Corollary 2.6 that 
a =a and or 2=s 2 a.s., Efl=b. (7) 
To prove that fl = b a.s., let us first equate the characteristic functions for X, and 
Y,, and divide by tee factors involving a = a and or2= s e, to reduce to the case 
when these quantities are zero. Writing f(x, t) = (1 - t )  e -'x + t e (~-')x as before, we 
get by Lemma 3.3 and (7), for any u ~ R and t ~ [0, 1], 
i s  
exp J logf(ux, t)/3(dx)= E exp(uY,)= E exp(uX~) E 
P | 
logf(ux, t)b(dx) ~-exp 
=exp E / logf(ux, t)fl(dx). 
.I 
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Using the strict form of Jensen's inequality, it follows that the inner integrals are 
a.s. equal, which means that 
E[exp(ug, ) l /3 ]=E exp(uX,) a.s., u~R, te[0,1]. 
By continuity on both sides, the exceptional null-set may be taken to be independent 
of u, so we get P[ Y, e.  [/3] = PX-{ ~ a.s. for each t, by the uniqueness theorem for 
moment generating functions. Since Y is conditionally ergodic, given/3, it follows 
by Lemma 4.4 that P[Ye . [ /3 ]= PX -~ a.s., which implies Y d X. Hence/3 =b a.s., 
as required. El 
The second part of the last theorem has the following counterpart in discrete time 
(cf. Problem (2.29) in Aldous (1985)). 
Theorem 4.5. Let ~ and ~ be exchangeable s quences in R of  lcr~Ith m ~ {2, 3, . . .  ; oo}, 
such that ~ +. • • + ~k d 7l~ +" " "+ ~lk for k = 1 and 2 if m < oo, or for at least two 
different k ~ N if m = oo. Further assume that ~ is ergodic, and when m = o0 that 
E exp(u~:l) < oo for some u ~ R\{0}. Then ~ d 71. 
Proof. The proof for m =oo is similar to that of Theorem 4.1(ii) when I = R+, so 
we may restrict our attention to the case when m < oo. Assume in that case that 
and ~1 are directed by the point processes p and ~r, where p is non-random. Then 
~ and 7?l have distributions p/m and ETr/m, while (~:~,~:2) and (~/~, 7/2) have 
distributions pt2) /m(m- l )  and ETrt2)/m(m-1),  respectively, where pt2) and ~r ~2) 
denote the reduced second order product measures given by 
p(E)(dx dy) = p(dx) (p -  ~x)(dy), 
¢r(2)(dx, dy) = ¢r(dx)(cr - 8x)(dy), 
(of. [8]). Hence we get for u c R 
E e"~-(dx - E 
x, y ~ R, 
f e "tx÷'cr2(dx dy) 
=E f e"~X+'~r~2'(dxdy)+E f e2"X~r(dx) 
= re (m-  1)E exp(u(T/1 + 7/2)) + mE exp(2u~) 
= m(m-  1)E exp(u(~ + ~2))+ mE exp(2u~l) 
=f  e"tx+r)P(2)(dxdy)+f e2"Xp(dx) 
= f e"tX+r)p2(dx dy) 
=.  e"Xp(dx) ={mE exp(u~: l )} 2
L ./ 
-- }2 
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By the strict form of Jensen's inequality, it follows that ~ eUX,r(dx) is a.s. non-random 
and equal to ~ e~'p(dx), so we may conclude as before that ~" =p a.s., which implies 
~: °_- ,7. D 
As in the continuous time case, we get a corresponding convergence criterion: 
Coro l la ry  4.6. Let ~ be such as in Theorem 4.5, and let Vh, 72 , . . .  be exchangeable 
sequences o f  length m if  m < oo, and of  length tending to infinity i f  m = oo. Assume 
that Wnl +" " "+ vtnk d_, ~t +. . .  + fk for k = 1 and 2 i f  m < oo, and for  at least two 
different k ~ N if  m = oo. Then ~ d_, ~. 
This follows easily from Theorem 4.5 by means of the following tightness criterion 
for exchangeable sequences, which is analogous to the continuous time part of 
Lemma 2.1 in [6]. 
Lemma 4.7. Let ~l, ~2, . . . be exchangeable s quences in R of  length m ~ {2, 3 , . . .  ; oo}. 
Then the sequence (~)  is tight in R '~ iff (~, t +. • • + ~,k; n ~ N)  is tight in R for some 
k ~ N with k < m. 
Proof. Put ~.~ +. • • + ~:nj = 7t., and assume that (7/.k) is tight for some fixed k < m. 
To prove tightness of (s%), it is clearly enough to show that (~.l) is tight, so we may 
assume that m = k + 1. In this case, we denote the directing point process of s~ by 
• r., and let ~:" be conditionally independent of ~:. with the same distribution, given 
, r , .  Wr i t ing  7/~j ~:'t + .  • • + "~' ' = ~;~j, it is clear that the sequence (,/.k V/'k) is tight. But 
~nk ~rnk=('n.k+! .nk)--(nn.k+! nnk) d ~nl--~Inl, n~N,  
so even (~:nt- ~:'nl) is tight. Writing ~'n for the largest median of , r . /m, we get by a 
symmetrization i equality in Lo~ve (1977, p. 257), 
P{l~n,-~'tl>r}>~½P{l~.,-K.l>r}. r O. neN, 
which shows that even (S~.l- ~'n) is tight. Since ~. j -  ~'~ d__ S~_  ~. for all j ~< m, we 
may conclude that the sequence ( ~/.k -- k4". ) is tight. Since (~/nk) is tight by hypothesis, 
it follows that even (~'~) is tight. Combining this with the tightness of (~.~-~'.) 
proved above, we obtain the desired tightness of (~:.~). E] 
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